DREAM IT, DESIGN IT, DO IT!

Advanced Engineering Technology STEM Camp

DATE:
June 22 - 26, 2015
9 - 4 p.m.

PARTICIPANTS:
11-12th grade - Applications due by June 2
weber.edu/coast/camps.html

Eligible for STEM Action Center Grants!
Apply now: http://stem.utah.gov/for-students/grants/

COST:
$300.

HIGHLIGHTS:
// Design, Analyze, 3D Print, & Launch Rockets
// Electronic circuit board layout & fabrication
// Industrial Robotics Labs
// Structures & Earthquakes Lab
// Architectural Model Lab
// Thermodynamics Heat Transfer Lab
// Hitch Plug Design & Manufacturing Lab
// Explore Power & Energy Lab
// Solar Photovoltaic System Labs
// Wind Power Lab

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY